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1 Introduction

The welfare of future generations may be considerably reduced by the negative effects
of climate change. Investments undertaken in the present can brighten this prospect.
The construction of dams, e.g., alleviates damages of climate induced floods, and
the financing of CO2-free energy production diminishes the expected magnitude of
climatic changes. The financing of such adaptation and mitigation projects curbs
present consumption possibilities for the benefit of future generations. How a deci-
sion maker assesses this intertemporal tradeoff depends not only on his pure time
preference, his attitude towards smoothing consumption over generations and as-
sumptions on future wealth levels, but also on the degree of, and attitude towards
the vast and numerous uncertainties on future parameters.
I show in this paper that the effect of a change in risk attitudes on the intertem-

poral tradeoff crucially depends on the type of uncertainty taken into account. This
is done by examining the response of the discount factor to an increase in risk aver-
sion. I first introduce a general framework that can cope with very different forms of
uncertainty and then consider the effect of an increase in risk aversion given specific
uncertainties. The theoretical analysis highlights the diverse effects from an increase
in risk aversion on the intertemporal tradeoff and thus clarifies the link between risk
aversion and optimal investment policies. In particular, I emphasize that whether an
increase in risk aversion affects the discount factor positively or negatively depends
on some fundamental properties of the uncertainty taken into account.

2 Theoretical Analysis and Interpretations

The theoretical analysis is conducted in a two period endowment economy (t = 1, 2).
The decision maker (DM) derives utility from certain consumption c1 in the present
and from uncertain consumption c̃2 in the future. The uncertain parameter α̃ affects
the utility gained from future consumption. The DM receives certain income y1 in
the present and uncertain income ỹ2 in the future. He may invest a small amount ε in
the first period to increase future income by Rε. In the second period, an uncertain
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damage D (η̃) may decrease the income and an uncertain parameter γ̃ may decrease
the rate at which income is transformed into consumption. First and second period
consumption are thus given as c1 = y1 − ε and c̃2 = γ̃ (ỹ2 −D (η̃) +Rε).
The standard framework to compare uncertain consumption streams c = (c1, c̃2)

is the intertemporally separable von Neumann Morgenstern (vNM) setting. This
preference representation, however, presupposes that the intertemporal elasticity of
substitution (IES) is the inverse of the coeffi cient of relative risk aversion (RRA). In
order to study the effect of an increase in risk aversion alone without affecting the
IES, we must abandon the time additive vNM framework and turn to a more flexible
preference representation. Such flexibility is featured by the framework of Kreps and
Porteus (1978) and Selden (1978), henceforth referred to as KPS preferences.
A KPS decision maker’s preferences over deterministic consumption c1 and cer-

tainty equivalent consumption m2 in t = 2 can be described by the ordinal utility
function

U (c1,m2) = u (c1) + βu (m2) . (1)

The utility discount factor β reflects the pure rate of time preference. In this addi-
tively separable and stationary setting the curvature of the utility index u defines the
IES. The DM’s risk preferences are captured by the cardinal expected utility function

v (m2) = Ev (α̃, c̃2) . (2)

The certainty equivalent is the consumption value at which the DM trades a lottery
on some uncertain parameter α̃ or on uncertain second period consumption c̃2 for the
certain amount m2. The curvature of the utility index v accounts for the DM’s degree
of relative risk aversion. Defining v (·) ≡ φ (u (·)) , with φ (·) non-linear, disentangles
RRA and the IES: If v′, u′, φ′ > 0 and v′′, u′′, φ′′ < 0 then an increase in the concavity
of φ increases the degree of risk aversion without affecting the IES. I assume φ (u (·)) =
− exp (−ku (·)) such that an increase in k (k > 0) implies an increase in the DM’s
degree of risk aversion. Combining equations (1) and (2) with the definition of φ
yields the KPS decision maker’s preference representation:

U (c1,m2) = u (c1)−
β

k
ln (E exp (−ku (α̃, c̃2))) . (3)

Note that the uncertain parameter α̃ acts as a multiplier on second period utility
from uncertain consumption, such that u (α̃, c̃2) = α̃u (c̃2).
The intertemporal tradeoff between consuming now or in the future is captured

by the discount factor applied to future consumption values. The discount factor for
a DM with KPS preferences as represented by equation (3) is

D =
β

u′ (c1)

E [exp (−ku (α̃, c̃2)) γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2)]
E exp (−ku (α̃, c̃2))

. (4)

In the paper I show that the sign of the derivative of D with respect to k depends
on the comonotonicity between u (α̃, c̃2) and γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2):
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Proposition 1
If γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2) and u (c̃2, α̃) are comonotonic, then

∂D
∂k

< 0.
If γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2) and u (c̃2, α̃) are countercomonotonic, then

∂D
∂k

> 0.

Put differently, the effect of an increase in risk aversion on the discount factor is
positive if u (α̃, c̃2) and γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2) are both increasing in the uncertain variable but
is negative if either of the functions is increasing in the uncertain variable while the
other one is decreasing.
Next I analyze the comonotonicity characteristics between u (α̃, c̃2) and γ̃uc̃2 (α̃, c̃2)

for each of the uncertainties alone. Together with proposition 1, this analysis yields
proposition 2:

Proposition 2 Suppose that uncertainty exists only on
a) α̃ (γ, y2, η deterministic): then ∂D

∂k
< 0

b) ỹ2 (α, γ, η deterministic): then ∂D
∂k

> 0

c) γ̃ (α, y2, η deterministic): then ∂D
∂k

> 0 if IES < 1 and ∂D
∂k

< 0 if IES > 1
d) η̃ (α, γ, y2 deterministic): then ∂D

∂k
> 0.

Uncertainty on α̃ is interpreted as uncertain future preferences since α̃ affects
the utility attributed to second period consumption. This interpretation yields an
extension to Beltratti et al.’s (1998) consideration of uncertain preferences in an in-
tertemporally additive vNM framework. They analyze how uncertainty on future
preferences affects the optimal consumption of an exhaustible resource and find that
symmetric uncertainty has no effect. Proposition 2 suggests, however, that uncer-
tainty on future preferences increases present consumption of an exhaustible resource
if an (intertemporally) risk averse KPS decision maker is considered.
Uncertain ỹ2 is the standard case of an uncertain growth rate g̃ since ỹ2 =

(1 + g̃) y1. An increase in risk aversion when income is uncertain induces higher
precautionary savings which is captured by an increased discount factor. A similar
problem is examined in Gollier (2002). Rather than exploring the effect of an in-
crease in risk aversion on the discount factor, he analyzes the effect of an increase in
uncertainty for a KPS decision maker. An increase in uncertainty on second period
consumption is shown to increase the discount factor if the KPS decision maker has
decreasing absolute Arrow-Pratt risk aversion. Proposition 2 complements Gollier’s
result: Uncertainty itself is held constant while the change in the discount factor
results from a change in the evaluation of uncertainty.
Uncertainty about the damage from climate change can be introduced in diverse

ways: As uncertainty on a proportional damage (1− γ̃) or as uncertainty on an ad-
ditive damage D (η̃). Proposition 2 states that whether an increase in risk aversion
increases or decreases the discount factor, given uncertainty on a proportional dam-
age, depends on the IES. Ha-Duong and Treich (2004) study the related problem of
optimal pollution when future consumption may be decreased by a damage that is
proportional to the stock of pollution. In accordance with my results, they find that
an increase in risk aversion only decreases present consumption (and thus pollution)
if IES < 1. In the case of uncertainty on an additive damage D (η̃) , the effect of an
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increase in risk aversion on the discount factor is unambiguous: A higher degree of
risk aversion increases the precautionary motive and thus the discount factor.

3 Conclusions

The paper emphasizes the diverse effects an increase in risk aversion may have on
the discount factor and thus on the intertemporal tradeoff. I show that the divide
in the effect is induced by the different comonotonicity characteristics of different
uncertainties. The sensitivity of the discount factor to accounting for different types
of uncertainties calls for caution when introducing uncertainty into climate-economy
models. The evaluation of similar types of uncertainties by a risk averse KPS decision
maker may have very different implications on optimal investment policy.
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